
4,934 vs 1,321
No, that isn’t the score of some sporting event. That is the
count of my spam comments vs. my accepted comments (as of
11:17 pm on Jul 22 2009). A spam count of 5,284 would be 4x.
I’m glad the new filter is in place, and I don’t have to
delete all the spam by hand anymore.

For a while, I was wondering if I was actually blocking good
comments  with  the  vast  number  of  spam  messages  that  are
received in a day. I did notice that I am getting a lot of
‘over seas’ visitors to my little blog. Some are actually
visiting, some just go to the same posts over and over again.
Kind of messes up with my keeping track of what is interesting
to people.

Don’t worry about me, I’m just on a numbers kick this evening.
This is the second time today I was having fun with numbers.

More on Blogging….
Today I was inundated with spam comments today.  When I got
home there were many waiting for me to throw in the spam trash
bucket.  

I noticed a plugin that is supposed to head the spam off
before it gets to me, but I’m wondering how well it will work.
 I didn’t see a way to check to see what was being blocked, so
I hope it doesn’t end up blocking friends from posting, so I
will keep an eye or two peeled for that.  

I guess this means that my blog is getting attention from some
quarters now.  I’m not sure I like that kind of attention, but
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it does come with the territory.   I can’t really say I’m
surprised by the spam or the contents of it, but it does
surprise me that it has become more frequent.   For the first
few months of blogging, I got a small handful of spam replies.
 I think I tripled that amount in the last 2 days.   It all
looks like the same site or type of site generating the spam
too.  Same type of message, same layout, same content.

Ok for you other bloggers, have you been recently plagued by
more spam?


